12:00 All Night Programme
Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight (RNZ); 12:30 Laugh Track (RNZ); 1:10 The World (BBC); 2:05 NZ Live: White Chapel Jak (RNZ); 2:55 Go Ahead Caller (RNZ); 3:05 Chappy by Patricia Grace told by Jim Moriarty and Simon Leary (6 of 12, RNZ); 3:30 The Week (RNZ); 4:30 in the Balance (BBC); 5:10 Witness (BBC); 5:45 Voices (RNZ)

6:08 Storytime
A Strange tale of Peter's Grandfather, by David Somerset, told by Davina Whitehouse; Sophie, by John Lockyer, told by Tina Cleary; Iris La Bonga and the Locked Door, by Margaret Mahy, told by Donna Akersten; The Purple Swamp Hen, The Rat and The Purple Swamp Hen, The Rat and The Octopus, by Sarah Powell, told by Judith Gibson; Song of the Washing Machine, by Jane Buxton, told by Peter Kaa; The Parkhurst Boys, by Margaret Beames, told by William Kircher (RNZ)

7:10 Country Life
Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

8:10 Saturday Morning with Kim Hill
A mixture of current affairs and feature interviews, until midday (RNZ)

12:11 The Podcast Hour
In The Podcast Hour, Richard Scott curates a selection of the best podcasts from New Zealand and around the world (RNZ)

1:10 Music 101
The best songs, music-related stories, interviews, live music, industry news and music documentaries from NZ and the world

5:10 Focus on Politics
Analysis of significant political issues presented by Radio New Zealand’s parliamentary reporting team (RNZ)

5:30 Tagata o te Moana
Pacific news, features, interviews and music for all New Zealanders, giving an insight into the diverse cultures of the Pacific people (RNZ)

6:06 WOMAD Taranaki 2018
Dragon - Local legends Dragon draw on their four decades worth of rock anthems for lively and blistering rendition of crowd favourites (RNZ)

7:06 Saturday Night with Phil O’Brien
An evening of requests, nostalgia and musical memories (RNZ)

Saturday 18 August 2018
12:04 All Night Programme
12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 Futureproof Yourself (BBC); 1:05 Our Changing World (RNZ); 2:05 Heart and Soul (BBC); 2:30 Hymns on Sunday (RNZ); 3:05 Chappy by Patricia Grace told by Jim Moriarty and Simon Leary (7 of 12, RNZ); 3:30 CrowdScience (BBC); 4:30 Te Waonui a Te Manu Korihi (RNZ)

8:10 Saturday Morning with Kim Hill
It’s an ‘all access pass’ to what’s happening in news media

Critical examination and analysis of recent national and international current affairs providing comprehensive coverage of Parliament

9:06 NZ Music Feature
An award-winning documentary programme providing comprehensive coverage of national and international current affairs (RNZ)

9:06 Mediawatch
Critical examination and analysis of recent performance and trends in New Zealand’s news media (RNZ)

12:12 Standing Room Only with Lynn Freeman
It’s an ‘all access pass’ to what’s happening in the worlds of arts and entertainment

1:10 At The Movies
A weekly topical magazine programme about current film releases and film-related topics (RNZ)

2:05 The Laugh Track

3:04 The 3 O’Clock Drama
Highlighting radio playwriting and performance (RNZ)

4:06 The Sunday Feature

Island Time: How Pacific people and cultures are changing New Zealand - Associate Professor Damon Salea from the University of Auckland advances his proposition that Pacific people are the future that New Zealand is yet to embrace (RNZ)

5:00 The World at Five
A roundup of today’s news and sport

5:10 Heart and Soul
Heart and Soul: Documenting personal approaches to spirituality from around the world (BBC)

5:40 Te Waonui a Te Manu Korihi
A weekly roundup of news on Maori issues (RNZ)

6:06 Te Ahi Kaa
Exploring issues and events from a tangata whenua perspective (RNZ)

7:05 The TED Radio Hour
A crafted hour of ideas worth sharing presented by Guy Raz (NPR)

8:06 Sunday Night with Grant Walker
An evening of music and nostalgia (RNZ)

10:00 The 10 O’Clock Report
A roundup of today’s news and sport

10:12 Mediawatch
Critical examination and analysis of recent performance and trends in New Zealand’s news media (RNZ)

10:45 The House
Legislation, issues and insights from Parliament (RNZ)

11:04 The Retro Cocktail Hour
An hour of music that’s “shaken, not stirred” every week from the Underground Martini Bunker at Kansas Public Radio (KPR)

Monday 20 August 2018
12:04 All Night Programme
Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 Health Check (BBC); 1:05 Te Ahi Kaa (RNZ); 2:30 NZ Music Feature (RNZ); 3:05 Chappy by Patricia Grace told by Jim Moriarty and Simon Leary (8 of 12, RNZ); 3:30 Science In Action (BBC); 4:30 Trucking Yarns (RNZ); 4:40 Enviro Farming (RNZ); 5:10 Witness (BBC); 5:54 Book Review (RNZ)

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ’s three-hour breakfast news show with news and interviews, bulletins on the hour and half-hour, including:

6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers

9:06 Nine to Noon with Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of interest, including:

10:45 The Reading: On Coming Home written and read by Paula Morris - Paula Morris confronts her long-standing fears of what it means to return home. Is ambition and adventure being traded for a ‘forever home’ of commitments and compromises? Will she still belong? Will the belonging impose restrictions? Morris seeks answers in the words of writer exiles as she narrates her own return to NZ. Am I still a New Zealander? (1 of 5, RNZ)

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and reports until 1.00pm, including:

12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Jesse Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora
An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ’s weekday drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
NZ Live: White Chapel Jak

7:06 Nights with Bryan Crump
RNZ’s weeknight programme of entertainment and information

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A weekday current affairs programme covering the major Pacific stories of the week, with background and reaction from the people making the news (RNZ)
of commitments and compromises? Will she still belong? Will the belonging impose restrictions? Morris seeks answers in the words of writer exiles as she narrates her own return to NZ. Am I still a New Zealander? (4 of 5, RNZ)

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and reports until 1.00pm, including:
12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch
1:06 Jesse Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)
4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora
An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ’s weekday drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Lauren Shields: nine-month experiment in modesty

7:06 Nights with Bryan Crump
RNZ’s weeknight programme of entertainment and information

7:30 New Horizons
With Music commentator and critic William Dart (RNZ)

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A weekday current affairs programme covering the major Pacific stories of the week, with background and reaction from the people making the news (RNZ)

8:30 Friday Night Live
Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

9:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today’s news and sport

9:06 Country Life
Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye on live events, an ear for music, a great sense of humour and a genuine interest in people and their stories (RNZ)

11:06 The Music 101 Pocket Edition
Music, interviews, live performances, behind the scenes, industry issues, career profiles, new, back catalogue, undiscovered, greatest hits, tall tales - with a focus on New Zealand/Aotearoa (RNZ)

Friday 24 August 2018

12:04 All Night Programme
Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 At The Movies (RNZ); 1:05 Reith lectures 2018 (BBC); 2:05 Eyewitness (RNZ); 2:30 The Sampler (RNZ); 3:05 Chappy by Patricia Grace told by Jim Moriarty and Simon Leary (12 of 12, RNZ); 3:30 Aretha Franklin (BBC); 4:30 Researching Chocolate (RNZ); 4:40 Longevity Research (RNZ); 4:55 Book Review (RNZ); 5:10 Witness (BBC)

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ’s three-hour breakfast news show with news and interviews, bulletins on the hour and half-hour, including:
6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers

9:06 Nine to Noon with Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of interest, including:
10:45 The Reading: On Coming Home written and read by Paula Morris - Paula Morris confronts her long-standing fears of what it means to return home. Is ambition and adventure being traded for a ‘forever home’ of commitments and compromises? Will she still belong? Will the belonging impose restrictions? Morris seeks answers in the words of writer exiles as she narrates her own return to NZ. Am I still a New Zealander? (5 of 5, RNZ)

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and reports until 1.00pm, including:
12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch
1:06 Jesse Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)
4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora

An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ’s weekday drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you’re sharing on-line

6:43 Focus on Politics
Analysis of significant political issues presented by Radio New Zealand’s parliamentary reporting team (RNZ)

7:06 Nights with Bryan Crump
RNZ’s weeknight programme of entertainment and information

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A weekday current affairs programme covering the major Pacific stories of the week, with background and reaction from the people making the news (RNZ)

8:30 Friday Night Live
Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

9:06 Country Life
Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

10:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today’s news and sport

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye on live events, an ear for music, a great sense of humour and a genuine interest in people and their stories (RNZ)

11:06 The Mixtape
Musical guests compile a C60 and talk us through their selections (RNZ)